WE START FOR EVEREST AGAIN
ideas which make up the extraordinary mixture of devotion,
sham, superstition, faith, and hanky-panky which forms
Lamaism, the religion of Tibet.
April 26th.—Over the Pang La pass, where we stopped
for two hours to have a real good look at Everest with the
big telescope. A dead-clear day and ideal for scrutinizing
the mountain. We fixed all sorts of sites for high camps,,
and decided on several ways up the mountain, on which
(at forty miles) we could see almost every stone, so clear
was it. The amazing transparency of the atmosphere is
one of the characteristics of this part of the globe. People
at home will say my sketches are hard, lacking poetry or
mystery—but that is just where they are true (in spite
of other faults) as records of this extraordinary clarity.
April 28th.—To Rongbuk. Glorious morning. I got up
early and started ahead of the others in order to go up the
Gyachung Chu valley, which no European had as yet
entered, and sketch the fine mountain, Gyachung Kang*
It is a magnificent peak, with precipices far steeper than
Everest.1 Had a solitary walk up this desolate and tre-
mendous gorge, all sandy-yellow until you reach the rocky
part where are the usual many-hued cliffs, culminating in
the immense overhanging slab—probably 4,000 feet high
—on the north-east face of Gyachung Kang. It must be
the largest actual overhang in the world, in all probability.
Practically the whole of the north-east face of the mountain
is one great slab between the levels of 20,000 and 24,000-
feet, almost exactly vertical but with a very slight tilt be-
yond the perpendicular, very impressive to see, but not
conducive to the sense of stability and satisfaction that a
mountain view ought to give.
After half a day of solitary communing with nature, I
went down for my horse and carried on up the Rongbuk
valley to join the main body, whom I found settling in
near the big monastery, in a beastly wind, very cold. I
1 Illustration in The Fight for Everest, p. 290, is from the sketck
just mentioned.
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